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Abstract 

If one box A filled with ice is adjusted with one box B and the box B adjusted to the box C filled with 

vapour then if we join A box and B box in many pipes and B box is hitted then water will transform to 

vapour. After the full ice transformation to vapour we again condensed the vapour to water and then to 

ice. If we place many different cold plates for different regions to condense the water vapour then every 

time, we will get different pictures in our operations like this. If we create this relationship of water cycle 

in our brain-like thing then that thing will act as a brain. The total machine which I say will give different 

values many times for the different ways of going water to B and for going to C where there are different 

plates. 
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Readers 

If one box A filled with ice is adjusted with one box B and the box B 

adjusted to the box C filled with vapour then if we join A box and B 

box in many pipes and B box is hitted then water will transform to 

vapour. After the full ice transformation to vapour we again condensed 

the vapour to water and then to ice. If we place many different cold 

plates for different regions to condense the water vapour then every 

time, we will get different pictures in our operations like this. If we 

create this relationship of water cycle in our brain-like thing then that 

thing will act as a brain. The total machine which I say will give 

different values many times for the different ways of going water to B 

and for going to C where there are different plates. 

Though the process of condensation and liquifying can be performed 

better I have given just the hint to the reader. I know the reader can 

understand my thinking so I give the hint of the process here. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Just think about our nature and you can see that the whole world's 

atmospheric changes are like my machine and if the world can go with 

it then why our brain or body organ can't? So, if we make a machine 

with the use of ice, water and vapour then the different plates may act 

as different ASCII value wise character or other value-based character 

which can be helpful to create our brain like structure to perform as 

brain. It is still not sure but the logic is absolutely necessary and 

acceptable by my thinking and I am also saying that if we adjust all the 

linked characters attached with the vapour condensed plates with the 

computer plane which I discovered through another research paper " 

computer can act with language differently" then we can get a brain 

like machine. 
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